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Are we really living in ‘Broken Britain’?



Remind ourselves why what we do matters

and

Commit to playing our part to get it right 



6 kinds of broken

• Not my job

• Selfish fools

• That’ll do

• I didn’t know

• Contradictions

• Broken on purpose



Not my job
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Valentine’s Night, Odeon Southend, 2011
7.50 pm



Not my job



Not my job



Not my job

May cause drowsiness.
Alcohol may intensify the 

effect.
Use care when operating a 

car
or dangerous machinery.



Not my job



Not my job

?



Selfish Fools



Selfish Fools



Selfish Fools



Selfish Fools

readers digest offer



Selfish Fools

?



That’ll do



That’ll do
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That’ll do
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I didn’t know...



I didn’t know...
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I didn’t know...
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Contradictions
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Broken on purpose
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How broken are you 
at work?

• Not my job

• Selfish fools

• That’ll do

• I didn’t know

• Contradictions

• Broken on purpose



So,  are we really living in ‘Broken Britain’?
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Are we really living in ‘Broken Britain’?

Bloomberg 1.9.11



Are we really living in ‘Broken Britain’?

Daily Mail 31.8.11



Are we really living in ‘Broken Britain’?

Google Public Data Analyser 5.9.11
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"You are told to teach children to manage their own 
learning. An undergraduate has enough trouble 
managing their own learning - take an illiterate pupil 
growing up in an inner-city estate and expect them to 
do the same is in the realms of fantasy."

Tom Burkard, 
Centre for Policy Studies, Proposed Army free school, Manchester



Burkard argues that those opposed to military 
discipline for young children simply "did not 
understand it". Burkard added that the plans for 
establishing the school were necessary as existing 
schools were not adequately educating children.



"The presence of role models who have experience in 
taking young men and women and forging them into a 
cohesive team, and instilling discipline, would be 
immensely valuable."

Michael Gove, 
Secretary of State



A School

The local population density is 260% higher than the London average and 
number of lone parents 175% higher. 

Male life expectancy is lower than London and national averages. 

The number of benefit claimants and Job Seeker claimants aged 16 - 24 are 
150% and 200% higher than the national averages. 

Levels of violence against the person, sexual offences and robbery are all 
between 60 and 80% higher than London averages. 

Drug related offences are 240% higher than London averages. 

The IDACI deprivation indices show that the school is in the 13% most 
deprived wards in London with the highest levels of disadvantage. 



Christ Church CE Primary School

The local population density is 260% higher than the London average and 
number of lone parents 175% higher. 

Male life expectancy is lower than London and national averages. 

The number of benefit claimants and Job Seeker claimants aged 16 - 24 are 
150% and 200% higher than the national averages. 

Levels of violence against the person, sexual offences and robbery are all 
between 60 and 80% higher than London averages. 

Drug related offences are 240% higher than London averages. 

The IDACI deprivation indices show that the school is in the 13% most 
deprived wards in London with the highest levels of disadvantage. 



Rosendale Primary School

The estate population density is 600% higher than the Herne Hill average and 
number of lone parents 300% higher. 

Male life expectancy is lower than Herne Hill averages. 

The number of benefit claimants and Job Seeker claimants aged 16 - 24 are 
175% higher than Herne Hill averages. 

Levels of violence against the person, sexual offences and robbery are all 
between 70 and 80% higher than Herne Hill averages. 

Drug related offences are 200% higher than Herne Hill averages. 



Something needs fixing



What needs fixing?



Steve Jobs: 
How to live 
before you die

Believe the dots will join in the 
future

Be a beginner again, less sure about 
everything

Stay hungry, stay foolish



Finding and Fixing the Problem



#1 Fixing by Factory productivity models





Cheaper labour
and

faster machines





"If people are educated only to pass exams, then it's very hard to 
be imaginative. Nowadays, this is an era when people are only 
stymied by a lack of imagination, not a lack of ability."   Chinese student

"The film's protagonist is China's national treasure and all the 
elements are Chinese, but why didn't we make such a film?" 

Wu Jiang, President of the National Peking Opera

"I cannot help wondering when China will be able to produce a 
movie of this calibre." 

Lu Chuan, award-winning film director



Fixing by Factory productivity models



Fixing by Factory productivity models

National Literacy Strategy 
introduced

National Numeracy Strategy 
introduced

National Curriculum
re-introduced



Fixing by Factory productivity models



Fixing by Factory productivity models

Not my 
job

That’ll do



Contradictions

2012



Uniformity & work ethics 
will not fix the broken products of 

‘Contradictions’
‘That’ll do’

‘Not my job’



Uniformity & work ethics 
will not fix the broken products of

‘Unintelligent leadership’
‘Apathy and poor standards’

‘Lack of commitment’



‘Unintelligent leadership’
‘Apathy and poor standards’

‘Lack of commitment’



leadership
standards

commitment



#2 Fixing by Speak-Act models
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#2 Fixing by Speak-Act models



Average ideas

Constant reminders



Average ideas... Selfish fools

I didn’t know... Constant reminders
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I didn’t know... Constant reminders
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I didn’t know... Constant reminders



Average ideas... Selfish fools

I didn’t know... Constant reminders



Average ideas

Constant reminders

SLT Speaks & everybody acts
won’t fix the broken products 

of

Misunderstood principles



Top-down leadership

Blind commitment

SLT Speaks & everybody acts
won’t fix the broken products 

of

Flatline progress in standards



Can we fix the breaks?



Broken on purpose







Networked leadership



Personalising standards



Inspiring commitment



Networked leadership

Personalising standards

Inspiring commitment



Broken?



Broken on purpose



That is what will make us 
great


